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This thesis inquires into the nature of economy and its connection with the architecture of the house. Economy is a slippery term. In its original sense, the word had more to do with philosophy than finance. Aristotle distinguished chrematistics, the art of getting wealth, from economy, the art of household management. Vitruvius, the first architectural theorist, offered a differing interpretation of the word, and included it as one of his six principles of architecture. Henry David Thoreau revisited Aristotle’s ideas and invented a new, solitary economy. Both he and Aristotle emphasized that the purpose of economy is to meet material needs with sufficiency rather than surfeit. Economie House explores these ideas architecturally. On an imaginary site a perfect red cube sits on a concrete platform. Steel frames support a translucent, gabled roof. The cube opens in various ways to reveal the machines that serve man’s biological needs. Closed, the cube suggests the limits of material goods as contributions to the good life.
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ECONOMIE HOUSE

An Essay on Economy in Architecture
David Weissberger, May 2007

“Most men appear never to have considered what a house is . . . “
Henry David Thoreau¹
Economy:

This thesis begins with a word. Though Architecture is not language, theorists through the centuries have delighted in attempts to define or explain Architecture in writing. Some called Architecture poetic (from the Greek for making) in an attempt to distinguish it from the more prosaic act of building, but the term obscures essential differences between the arts of building and those of language. Architecture can begin in words. Great buildings have been inspired by the literary, mythical, religious, and philosophical ideas transmitted by language. Architecture can be described or analyzed in words. Language allows us to reason about architectural ideas, to explain and clarify our intentions (as in a program). But architecture cannot exist in words. Though perhaps necessary, words are not sufficient for architecture. They are part of the process, but the end of Architecture is not literal.

Economy, the word that informs this investigation, has a venerable pedigree in architectural theory. Vitruvius lists it (along with order, arrangement, eurythyme, symmetry, and propriety) as one of those ideas upon which “architecture depends.”¹ Since Vitruvius esteemed Greek architecture more highly than that of his contemporaries, it should not surprise us that his architectural principles are heavily influenced by Greek thought.² Economy is a Greek term, most fully developed by Aristotle in his Politics. He claims that economy consists of three relationships and one (a manager, or he who distributes things). Aristotle sees economy as the practice of economy. He raises the level of philosophical inquiry.³ What he calls his “experiment” in deliberate living is an attempt to define necessities and come to grips with the true costs of property acquired beyond those limits.⁴ For Thoreau, as for Aristotle before him, economy is more of an ethical question than a financial one. Economy is a means to something else, to the good life. Careful accounting lets you minimize your day’s labor so that you can focus on your life’s work, be that philosophy, religion, science, or (even) architecture.

Program(s):

Possible programs for an architecture of economy:

- A house for living deliberately.
- A house for an economist (or two).
- A house for an economist without a household.
- A poor and a noble house.
- A house that grows into beauty.
- A repairable house / A house that acknowledges the “empire of Time”⁵⁶⁸
- A house that recognizes the difference between affordable and economical.
- A house that puts labor and work in their place.
- A house that provides for the celebration of daily life.
- A house that remembers.

House:

On an imaginary suburban lot (50’ x 150’)) in a town not unlike Blacksburg, Virginia, Economie House begins with a square, 30 feet on a side. Reflecting this square from two opposite sides gives a rectangle 30 feet wide by 90 feet long. This 3-square rectangle (see Print 1) forms the geometrical basis for all of the elements of the design, of which there are primarily three:

1. The platform, of poured-in-place concrete, is extruded from the rectangle to a height of 22.5” (see Prints 3 & 4). The two front bays and the two rear bays are floated smooth, and the central bays are highly polished. A rounded marble molding (see Print 6) is inset at the edges all the way around to make it more comfortable for sitting. On the street-front, a driveway/entrance ramp is carved out. The platform covers most of the lot, eliminating the “default” lawn of most contemporary suburban houses. The lawn of the detached, single-family house is one of the few remaining symbols of home in the U.S. It has importance as an indicator of status and of acceptance (or rejection) of community standards. But maintenance of a lawn also entails significant labor. Designing an economical lawn thus becomes a matter of balance. The economical house includes a small, symbolic “front yard” and a larger “back yard” set into the platform. Different levels of economy might dictate the landscaping of these elements. Shown with turf-grass, they could also be planted with vegetables or filled with sand, gravel, or water. Rotated with respect to the base, both of the yards are squares and thus orthographic projections (at equal and reduced scales) of the cube that rises from the middle bay of the platform.

2. The cube derives from the geometry of the rectangle (see Print 1). It reciprocates by making visible and apparent that geometry. In the middle square of the platform, lines connecting mid-points to corners delineate the rotated base of the cube. One diagonal of that base lies on the diagonal of the rectangular platform forming a triangle with sides 1:3:3. Similarly, the edges of the cube’s base lie on the hypotenuse of other triangles with sides 1:2. These lines relate the central square to the squares on either side of it. The cube thus makes the inhabitant aware of the geometric form governing the design. Specifically, the cube shows that the platform is a rectangle made of three squares.

In terms of construction, the cube consists primarily of 2x6 balloon-framed wood stud walls (see Prints 5 & 6). Its exterior is finished with a red stucco lastro.⁷ The various doors and openings of the cube close flush with its surface and are painted red to match the plaster. The interior is sheathed in white-painted gypsum board with maple trim. The floor of the loft is of hardwood. On the main level, the concrete floor of the platform “spills” into the cube at its two entrances. The bathroom floor is finished with a glazed ceramic tile in a pattern that reiterates the underlying geometry of the design (see Print 6). The floor and walls of the basement are of concrete.

Functionally the cube satisfies man’s biological necessities (see Prints 7 & 8). Charles Moore would call it the “machine domain” of the house.² The kitchen is on the outside of the cube, revealed by a coiling metal door. The bathroom is inside on the first level. Stairs ascend to the summer sleeping loft, passing bookshelves and reading benches set into the wall. From the other side of the cube, stairs descend to the basement and the winter sleeping platform. Light penetrates the basement through the semi-circular glass block skylight that also serves to define the kitchen area above.

The cube also serves less utilitarian functions. The steward’s desk, for example, folds out from one of the exterior walls (see Print 9). Opened, it reveals cubbies and shelves for household records and correspondence. Here bills are paid and the house managed. This is the place for accounting. On a ship the bridge is located high above the ocean waves; it allows the captain to see through space. By contrast, from his vantage point on the house’s bridge, the steward peers through time. How has the house performed? How did people make their living there? What economies did they employ? With this information, he charts his own course.

On another exterior wall, a small niche protects a special book that serves as the memory and soul of the house (see Print 7). This chronicler preserves records of the house’s occupants (births, marriages, deaths, parties, visitors) and important events in its own life (repairs, renovations, costs, materials, names of builders and workmen). The book contains the construction and as-built drawings of the house. It includes an essay and drawings by the architect explaining his intentions and thoughts about the house. It serves as guide and operating manual, a compendium of the lessons and observations of previous occupants. The book, in fact, looks very much like this thesis book. (As a way of beginning to put these ideas into practice, please feel free to leave your name, the date, and any comments you might starting on Print 18)

With all of its doors and windows shut, the cube sheds its functional pretensions and reveals its formal perfection (see Prints 11 & 14). As the representation of a rational, geometrical (unattainable) ideal, the cube suggests that end to which economy is the means.² I have furthered this intention by attempting to minimize the expression of materials and physical construction. The structure is hidden, the joints inarticulate. All of the visible exterior surfaces are colored red so they will not read as separate elements. Red was chosen for its association with man and the artificial. Finally, The stucco lastro finish has the further dematerializing effect of permitting light to penetrate a little past the surface, giving the impression of being able to see into or beyond the plane of the wall.

3. The last major element of Economy House is its sheltering roof. In section the roof borrows from the archetypal (western) image of the house with its steep gables. The house’s elevation, like its plan, derives from the thirty foot square (see Prints 10 & 11). The sixty foot long roof is supported by seven pre-engineered rigid-frames assembled from plates of weathering steel. The “walls” are eleven feet tall, and the “rafters” twenty-one feet long. In the first and last bays, cross-bracing of wire rope gives lateral stability in the planes of the walls and roof. Steel purlins run the length of the structure, tying the frames together and supporting the roof of translucent corrugated polycarbonate plastic. The roof extends past the thermally-enclosed central bays for one bay on either side, forming outdoor porches at front and rear. Above the two middle bays, the doubled purlins are connected to form a truss (see Print 12). The ceiling (of clear twin-wall polycarbonate panels) is attached to the lower chord of this truss. The gable-end pediments are glazed with fixed, triangular panels (see Print 11). Below, six large sliding doors run in three tracks set flush with the platform. The eaves-sides are enclosed with glazed garage-doors. A band of sandblasted glass runs around the house to a height of four feet, providing some privacy.
The high level of structural and material articulation apparent in the frames and roof is intended to contrast with the expression of the cube as a purely rational construction. The roof and its supporting structure are assembled from distinct parts connected with exaggerated joints. This can be seen particularly in the hinge connection to the platform at the base of the frames (see Print 13). Though statically this element always acts as a hinge, it is more typically constructed in a manner not particularly expressive of the rotational movement associated with a hinge. While its uniform redness reinforces a reading of the cube as deformed material, the constituent parts of the frame and roof acknowledge and express their materials. This can be seen in the tapering of the rigid frames (see Prints 10 & 11) where less steel is needed to resist smaller bending moments at the peak and base of the frames. Were the gable shape a purely graphic convention, it would be more effectively rendered by frames of unchanging section.

Operation:

In the winter months the glazed walls on the gable and eaves sides of the house can be shut to provide a thermal enclosure. In this season, living and sleeping take place, for the most part, inside the insulated cube and basement. Pipes beneath the concrete slab provide radiant heat. Light floods in through the translucent ceiling and walls of the enclosed area. The glass blocks set into the floor of the platform allow some of this light to pass down to the basement. Air trapped between the roof and ceiling is heated by the sun. Rising, it enters the living space through vents at the peak of the ceiling.

In the summer the gable-end doors can be slid out of the way and the eaves-side doors rolled-up under the roof. The house becomes open to the outside and the living area spills out onto the two porches (see Prints 21f & g). The extreme openness of the building allows for excellent cross-ventilation by even the slightest breezes. Sunlight still passes through the translucent roof, but ridge vents in the roof open to allow heated air to escape. Sleeping takes place on the loft level of the cube, under the roof but in the outside air.

Rain, in any season, falls from the roof onto the gravel paths that line the platform on its long sides. The water percolates through the gravel to a concrete trough which slopes to a cistern beneath the rear porch. This water can be used for watering the yard and flushing the toilet or, after filtering and purification, for drinking.

The severity of the scheme is somewhat softened by the accumulation of furniture and possessions that would, slowly or quickly, come to fill the space around the cube and the porches. Everyone strikes a different balance between economy and comfort in their lives. The hedonist knows that property makes life easier. The hermit knows, just as surely, that it adds to concentration and insight. The engineer, inspired by the law of Economy and governed by mathematical calculation, puts us in accord with universal law. He achieves harmony (Le Corbusier, p.1). Though the architect does not use the "law of Economy" directly, "[t]he Engineer's, Aesthetic, and Architecture, are two things that march together and follow one from the other. . . . (Ibid.)"

The ambiguity inherent in a term like economy manifested itself throughout the process of this thesis. I noticed my focus shift and themes emerge and recede as my understanding of economy grew ever more expansive. When I began, I thought of economy as the antonym of waste and inefficiency. I explored built-in furniture and differentiated spaces for distinct seasons. As I came to understand some of the philosophical implications of economy, geometry assumed an increasing importance to the search, and the cube made its appearance. Through the whole process, I found myself dogged by the common notion of economy as minimum financial expenditure. Why, for instance, did I settle on rigid-frames as the structure for the building? Granted, they solved some formal problems (no horizontal tie-beams to interfere with the cubes, for instance). I had to wonder, though, whether their use in low-cost commercial buildings influenced my decision. What notion of economy enjoined (or prescribed) the use of such a system? Did I use it because it was economical or because it was cheap?

The design seems to subscribe most closely to Thoreau's notion of economy. While lauding the virtues of self-sufficiency, his solitary economy comes off as less independent than the households of ancient Greece. But, Plato and Aristotle, living at the birth of democracy, lived in a fundamentally unequal society that unequivocally placed the good of the polis above that of the individual (or perhaps equated them). Thoreau attempted to reconcile economy with America's cult of the individual (and the accompanying explosion of chrematistic excess in which we still live). Ironically, increased personal freedom has spawned a level of chrematistic inequality that Aristotle could never have imagined.

"A house is a circumstantial house. It indicates how much money you have. It means who your client is. It means where it is or how many rooms it has. It means a lot of things. But the architect lies in his ability to make house, not a house. That is what architecture really is. . . . He has to find somehow a realm of spaces where it is good to live."

-Louis Kahn

Notes:

1 (Thoreau, p.27)

2 A few examples:

Architecture is the art of how to waste space. "-Philip Johnson, (New York Times, Dec. 27, 1964)

Architecture is what makes beautiful ruins. "-Auguste Perret, (Collins, p.163)

Architecture is the difference between the gross and the net square footage."-Bernard Tschumi, (Weiner)

Architecture is a built mistake. "-Frank Wein, (lecture notes)

Architecture is the will of an epoch translated into space; living, changing, new."-Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, (Johnson, p.183)

Architecture is the masterfully, and magnificent play of masses brought together in light."-Le Corbusier, (Le Corbusier, p.29)

Architecture is a second nature that is laid on top of the real one."-Renzo Piano, (Losano)

3 "Sometimes we may be close to despair when trying to cope with the visual world through words: the harder we try the more we seem to get lost between shifting and elusive drifts of irrelevancy, inappropriateness or vacuity. Indeed an artist may feel that there is no place at all for verbal formulations in architecture and the visual arts; yet he will not be able to create without guidance from certain principles which he once acquired or formulated and which are themselves not visual forms in the true sense of the word. They may be phantasms determination not to be influenced by any intellectual considerations during the process of creation, or they may extend beyond the individual to an entire group where they appear linked to more general habits of thought and procedure." (Sekler, p. 89)

4 (Vitruvius, p.13)

5 Morris Hickey Morgan renders distributio into English as "Economy", somewhat obscuring the purpose of Vitruvius' own translation into the Greek. Stephen Kellogg's emendation of Hickey preserves the Latin term alongside the Greek (Smith, p.67). That Vitruvius chose to explain (a presumably) familiar word with a foreign one reveals his intellectual sympathies.

7 "The engineer, inspired by the law of Economy and governed by mathematical calculation, puts us in accord with universal law. He achieves harmony" (Le Corbusier, p.1). Though the architect does not use the "law of Economy" directly, "[t]he Engineer’s, Aesthetic, and Architecture, are two things that march together and follow one from the other. . . . (Ibid.)"

8 Wells disputes architect Robert Geddes’ assertion that, “an understanding of the nature of social institutions, their values, their norms of behavior, their rituals, is the most helpful way for an architect to get started” (Wells, p.46). Instead of social form, he posits a natural economy as the basis for architecture. This “gentle architecture” looks at ways that buildings can provide for man’s needs without destroying the world in the process. “The science of architecture," he writes, "with rare exceptions, is hopelessly man-centered. Sky cities, sea cities, bubble cities, stack cities, instant cities, media cities; biotecture, agrotecture, videotecuture, cybertecture- what a roster! One can imagine the wildlife crying out in terror, ‘What in the hell are those bastards going to do next? Try this, try that. Whatever happened to the facts of life? Doesn’t the man-animal know about the budget? For life does have a budget; its currency is air, water, land, and a day’s ration of sunlight'”(Wells, p.55). Wells posits economy as the determination of values. Like Aristotle, he places nature at the top.

9 Vitruvius is not known for his clarity. The “second stage” of Economy seems to be a repetition of ideas more appropriately associated with the principle of “décor” (propriety). These have to deal mostly with attention to designing status-appropriate dwellings. He writes, “A second stage of Economy is reached when he has to plan the different kinds of dwellings suitable for ordinary householders, for great wealth, or for the high position of the statesman.” (Vitruvius, p.16)

10 (Vitruvius, p.16)

11 “Now it is easy to see that the art of household management [economy] is not identical with the art of getting wealth, for the one uses the material which the other provides.” (Politics, Book I:8)

“The art of wealth getting which consists in household management . . . has a limit; the unlimited acquisition of wealth is not its business.” (Politics, Book I:9)

“Getting wealth is not the business of the household manager. It is presupposed by him, as it is health: But as health-making is primarily the business of the physician, so wealth-getting belongs primarily to other fields.” (Politics, Book I:10)

12 Property is part of the household, and the art of acquiring property is a part of the art of managing a household; for not man can live well, or indeed live at all, unless he be provided with necessities . . . Thus, too, a possession is an instrument for maintaining life.” (Politics, Book I:4)

13 Though “. . . a complete household consists of slaves and freemen,” Aristotle recognizes that, “. . . if every instrument could accomplish its own work, obeying or anticipating the will of others . . . chief workmen would not want servants, nor masters slaves” (Politics, Book I: 34) In modern architecture, it was Louis Kahn who recognized this and who most eloquently sought to accommodate the “order of Thomas Leoni,” that is, architecture that “[w]hile the organic, all-encompassing Order was thus the goal, Kahn was uniquely attuned to the need to build it up from such basic assumptions as structure and mechanical services, an admission of the contingent into the realm and constitution of the universal” (Leslie, p.10-11).

14 The chapter itself is titled “Economy”

15 “A man who lives alone must be either a god or a monster.” (Politics, Book I:2)

16 “He who by nature . . . is without a state, is either a bad man or above humanity.” (ibid.)

17 “I have always endeavored to acquire strict business habits; they are indispensable to every man. . . . It is a labor to task the faculties of a man, -such problems of profit and loss, of interest, of care and tret, and gaining of all kinds in it, as demand a universal knowledge.” (Thoreau, p.15)

“Even the poor student studies and is taught only political economy, while that economy of living which is synonymous with philosophy is not even sincerely professed in our college.” (Thoreau, p.41)
17 “By the words, necessary of life, I mean whatever, of all that man obtains by his own exer- tion, has been from the first, or from long use has become, so important to human life that few, if any, whether from savagery, or poverty, or philosophy, ever attempt to do without it.” (Thoreau, p.8)

“I had three pieces of limestone on my desk, but I was terrified to find that they required to be dusted daily, when the furniture of my mind was all undusted still, and I threw them out the window in disgust.” (Thoreau, p.28)

18 (Russell, p.47)

19 This Italian technique involves the repeated application and polishing of a plaster mixed with marble dust. Colors are integral rather than applied.

20 “A machine is a piece of domestic equipment which assists us in a specific task . . . It is useful to think of the spaces around machines not as rooms but as machine domains. Machines and machine domains exist to serve us in our house, not to dominate, and they serve best when they do not infringe on the more general purpose of rooms.”(Moore, p.82)

21 The cube’s rational nature is emphasized by the incommensurability of its sides. Though easily drawn and conceptualized geometrically, 5/30 cannot be measured empirically. (It is close to 13.41640787 . . . )

22 “The rule of a household is a monarchy, for every house is under one head.” (Politics, Book I:7)

23 “The family is the association established by nature for the supply of men’s everyday wants.” (Politics, Book I:2)

24 Norberg-Schultz makes a similar observation comparing the treasuries at Delphi with the Roman Temple of Fortuna. “. . . the path leads past the treasuries and memorials of the different city states. As representatives of Greek democratic society, none of them were allowed to dominate the others. [Vincent Scully notes that] ‘The movement is like that of free persons in a crowd,’ and the buildings are conceived of as individual plastic units” (Norberg- Schultz, p.32). By contrast, “Continuity is a basic formal property of the sanctuary [of Fortuna Primigenia] at Palestrina. It is not composed of individual plastic bodies, such as its Greek counterpart in Delphi, but consists of terraces, colonnades, ramps and stairs, which are unified to form an integrated whole” (Norberg-Schultz, p.49).

25 (Kahn, p.43)
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Appendix:

The Poor House: True Economy in Architecture

In times of excess, restraint may be looked on with suspicion or pity. Those who question the prevalent notion of progress may be treated with similar disdain. But sacrifice is not without its rewards. Many of the conveniences of “modern life” introduce vexation rather than increase comfort. Technology shortens distance and speeds our productivity, but of itself, it does not assure a better life. In the 1950’s, women were promised that the vacuum cleaner, dish washer, and other appliances would liberate them from housework. This has not proved to be the case. The time we “save” is often “spent” in maintenance of our machines or ruined by the noise and pollution they create. Life has gotten quicker and busier, but we have lost much at the same time. A real sense of place has been one of the casualties. Quiet is another; we are surrounded all our lives by an electronic hum. In many ways, our conveniences have become burdens.

For some, America is excess. The liberty to consume is seen as the essential American value, the core of our way of life. But there also exists a very American strain of questioning the ultimate value of technological and material excess. This contrariness can be seen in such diverse manifestations as the Shakers, Thoreau, and Wendell Berry. They all had different motivations (religious, philosophical, ecological) for their renunciations of some of the cocooning comfort of technology. Even in poetry, American scholars recognize, alongside Walt Whitman’s love of abundance and excess, the jewellike spiritual precision of Emily Dickinson.

Material goods have gained a prominent place in directing our lives. The ease with which we can acquire things blurs us to their cost. As early as 1854, Thoreau wrote, “I had three pieces of limestone on my desk, but I was terrified to find that they required to be dusted daily, when the furniture of my mind was all undusted still, and I threw them out the window in disgust” (Walden, page 28). With the rise in popularity of disposable products, our houses have lost something as well. What is the house? It is a container for consumer goods, a real estate investment. As such, it must have everything that “the market” expects of it. Otherwise it will not sell. But houses are not for sale. They are not for generating wealth. They are for dwelling in.

For my thesis I will explore the architecture of economy. I will design an urban house where one can live a dignified life without much money. How do the houses we build burden us with expenditures of time and money through their assumptions? (Why, for example, do we have lawns? Do we need them? Is their value proportionate to the expense required to maintain them?) How can we design in a manner that will eliminate unnecessary expenditures? This leads to the question of what we consider necessary for life and what for a good (dignified, decent) life. These are philosophical questions whose answers do we not present pretend to know. What balance can we strike between necessity and convenience, and where does beauty enter the question? In the 15th century, Alberti wrote about a beauty of balance: the perfect, he noted, was that to which nothing could be added, from which nothing could be taken away (Alberti, p.777).

Some of my assumptions:

• Economy, from the Greek for management of the household, cannot be measured in monetary terms alone. It involves the quality of life, the celebration of the daily acts of living, and a sense of moderation.

• Work and labor are different. Life on earth as a human involves a balance between the two. The effect of design decisions on labor should be clearly thought out and accepted or rejected. A large house requires servants to maintain. These must be paid. This requires earning large amounts of money in (a usually) stressful environment. Thus do architectural decisions direct our lives. Architecture should accommodate a variety of choices. At present there are few choices represented in our housing stock and even fewer in the new houses being built.

• Economy does not mean austerity; it does not assume privation. It is a choice. The affordable house should be a delight to occupy. It does not encourage accumulation of material goods, but it does not deny their importance to our well-being and comfort. Economy is not the same as minimalism.

• The house should be capable of being loved in time. It should weather and acquire a patina, and so gain value with age, not from artificial fluctuations of the real estate market, but by being sanctified by use. It should show signs of being lived in: not damage, but wear like the polished thumbprint on the door handles of Cowgill, acknowledgment of the 100,000 lives that have passed through its doors.

• The poor house does not fight an unwinnable contest with nature. It accepts seasonal and diurnal variation in temperature and attempts to moderate rather than eliminate them. It accepts the inevitability of cycles of decay and repair.

• The poor house makes more sense in the city, where services are available and need not be replicated in each house.

• Poverty should not assume misery. Poverty of the checkbook and poverty of the spirit are different things. Usually we
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Print 3: Longitudinal Elevation and Plan Section
1 Red Cube
2 Foundation
3 Steel Rigid Frames
4 Thermal Enclosure
5 Steel Purlins
6 Polycarbonate Roof
ISOMETRIC DRAWING
1/4" = 1'-0"
INTERIOR OF CUBE SHOWING STAIRS
DRAWN BY DSW  SCAFFED 5-10-2007
a (closed) Cube: reason
b (open) Cube: function
c Translucent ceiling above Cube
d Loft
e Cube
f Summer Configuration
g View from Rear Porch
h View from Front Porch
a Early sketch with cubic rooms
b Model of discrete rooms with precast corner units
c Hallway of precast units
d Detail of precast post with built-in furniture
e Sketch of gallery and rooms
f Model of Cube through a Roof
g Sketch of a place for reading
h Study model of a column-footing
i Sketch of Cubes marching through an enclosure
j Sketch of a place for sleeping
k Isometric study of a gallery constructed from precast post units
l Model of Cube piercing a roof and indoor/outdoor spaces
Dear Reader, please inscribe your name and the date along with any comments on the ideas contained in this thesis book.

6-17-2007
David Weissberger, the author

Thanks for visiting my thesis. Let me know what you think.

David Weissberger, the author